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Children should be imparted right
education and good culture : Chief Minister
Education should not be linked to politics and they should not be mislead

Intellectuals should guide students
Chief Minister addresses the free summer training
camp of the Kanpur District Child Welfare Committee
Lucknow: 08 June, 2017

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath ji has said that education
should not be linked to politics and stressed that students should not be
mislead. He added that children were like seeds that needed to be given the
right education and good culture right from their formative years so that the
country has a bright future and the children grow to serve the society.
The Chief Minister made these statements at the the free summer
training camp of the Kanpur District Child Welfare Committee at Bal Bhawan
in Phoolbagh. On this occasion, he also inaugurated an exhibition by lighting
the ceremonial inaugural lamp. He also viewed the things at the exhibition
connected to jute work, flower making, beautician, pearl work, bandanwaar,
crotchet work, stitching at fashion designing.
Yogi ji while addressing the present students said that it was a matter of
happiness that the summer vacations were being used in a good way. So far
3200 boys and girls have enrolled themselves for the training camp. He also
underlined how the changes in the viewpoint about education had changed
big time which was a dream after Independence. The dreams seen then are
being realized now.
Lauding the students, the Chief Minister said that we are using
education in politics and added that had education been used creatively and
for nationalism, education institutes closed for moths in Kashmir would have
been bustling with educational activities. Some mislead youths are engaged in
stone pelting there because of which education was being disturbed.
Yogi ji also appreciated the items displayed in the exhibition and said
that every person had something or the other special about him or her and
the need was only to inculcate it and enhance it further. He also called upon
the intellectual class to guide the students.
Also present on the occasion were Agriculture Minister Mr. Surya
Pratap Shahi, Khadi Industries Minister Mr. Satyadev Pachauri, people's
representatives, senior officers, office bearers of the Kanpur District Child
Welfare Committee and a large number of students.
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